Disorganized electrical activity in the heart, which is often referred to as electrical turbulence, leads to sudden cardiac death. However, to what extent can this electrical turbulence be viewed as classical, fluid turbulence, which is considered as a central problem of great importance in modern physics? In this paper we examine, for the first time, the statistical properties of electrical turbulence in two-and three-dimensional generic models of cardiac tissue by using approaches employed in studies of classical turbulence. In particular, we investigate, via extensive direct numerical simulations, the statistical properties of spiral-and scroll-wave turbulence in two-and three-dimensional excitable media by using the Panfilov and the Aliev-Panfilov mathematical models for cardiac tissue. We use very large simulation domains, and perform state-of-the-art simulations on graphics processing units (GPUs), so that we can compare the statistical properties of spiral-and scroll-wave electrical turbulence with the statistical properties of homogeneous and isotropic two-and threedimensional fluid turbulence. We show that, once electrical-wave turbulence has been initiated, there is a forward cascade, in which spirals or scrolls form, interact, and break to yield a turbulent state that is statistically steady and, far away from boundaries, is statistically homogeneous and isotropic. For the transmembrane potential V and the slow recovery variable g, which define our models for cardiac tissue, we define EV (k) and Eg(k), the electrical-wave, spectral analogs of the fluid energy spectrum E(k) in fluid turbulence; and we show that EV (k) and Eg(k) are spread out over several decades in k. Thus, as in fluid turbulence, spiral-and scroll-wave turbulence involves a wide range of spatial scales. Furthermore, EV (k) and Eg(k) show approximate power laws, in some range of k; unlike fluid-turbulence, the exponents for these power laws cannot, so far, be determined as accurately as their fluid-turbulence counterparts. There are diffusive terms in the equations we consider, but they do not dissipate spiral or scroll waves completely because of the excitability of the medium, so no external forcing is required to maintain these states of spiral-or scroll-wave turbulence (this is unlike fluid turbulence that requires external forcing to reach a statistically steady state). We show that for spiral-or scroll-wave turbulence the dimensionless ratio L/λ is a convenient control parameter like the Reynolds number for fluid turbulence, where L is the linear size of the simulation domain and λ the wavelength of a plane wave in the excitable medium. We calculate several other statistical properties for spiral-and scroll-wave turbulence and, by comparing them with their fluid-turbulence counterparts, we show that, although spiral-and scroll-wave turbulence have some statistical properties like those of fluid turbulence, overall these types of turbulence are special and differ in important ways from fluid turbulence.
I. INTRODUCTION
Heart disease remains the number-one, global cause of death, with 17.3 million deaths each year, according to the latest report of the American Heart Association [1] . In many cases this arises because of sudden cardiac death, which is a result of a cardiac arrhythmia called ventricular fibrillation (VF). Ventricular fibrillation is a result of complicated, spatiotemporal dynamics of nonlinear waves of electrical excitation in the heart. This dynamics is associated with multiple vortices called spiral waves, in two dimensions, and scroll waves, in three dimensions. Spiral waves are found in many types of excitable media, e.g., in Belousov-Zhabotinsky-type chemical reactions [2] , in the oxidation of carbon monoxide on the surface of platinum [3] [4] [5] , in the propagation of calcium-ion waves in Xenopus oocytes [6] , in the aggregation of dictyostelium discoideum by cyclic-AMP signalling [7, 8] and, most important, in the propagation of waves of electrical activation in cardiac tissue [9, 10] .
Spiral or scroll waves in cardiac tissue tend to break down into complex spatiotemporal structures, which lead to VF, often referred as electrical turbulence [11] . It is important to study the extent to which this electrical turbulence is similar to classical, fluid turbulence, which is a problem of central importance in physics, engineering, and mathematics. Are the methods developed for studies of fluid turbulence applicable to electrical-wave turbulence in cardiac tissue? Unfortunately, we cannot answer these questions based on direct experimental and clinical data as most experimental studies of turbulence require data from various space or time scales, which can differ by orders of magnitude. Fortunately, we can use alternative approaches, such as mathematical modelling and computational studies; indeed, these provide the most efficient ways for studying spiral and scroll waves and, thus, cardiac arrhythmias, in controlled in silico conditions [12] .
Therefore, we examine, for the first time, the statistical properties of electrical turbulence in two-and threedimensional generic models of cardiac tissue by initiating extensive, direct numerical simulations (DNSs) of spiraland scroll-wave turbulence in very large simulation domains, in both two dimensions (2D) and three dimensions (3D), for two generic models [13, 14] for cardiac tissue; these model are used widely in cardiac research. We characterize such turbulence by using measures that are commonly used in the statistical characterization of fluid turbulence; these measures include Fourier-space spectra, probability distribution functions (PDFs) and structure functions [23] .
From a general point of view we can have the following two types of homogeneous and isotropic, fully developed, 3D fluid turbulence: (A) We can have unforced, decaying turbulence, in which the energy is injected initially at large length scales L I , i.e., into a few, low-wave-number modes (∼ 2π/L I ); this energy cascades down to small length scales,à la Richardson [23] , until it reaches the dissipation scale η d at which viscous losses become significant; and then the turbulence decays slowly; in this period of slow decay, fluid turbulence displays a power-law energy spectrum E(k) ∼ k −α for a long time and for the inertial range of scales 2π/L I k 2π/η d ; at the simplest level, the phenomenological theory [23, 24] of Kolmogorov (henceforth K41) yields α K41 = 5/3, a universal exponent. (B) We can also have a statistically steady turbulence, which is an example of a driven system with a nonequillibrium statistically steady state in which the energy input, typically at large length scales L I , is balanced by energy dissipation, which becomes significant at length scales smaller than η d ; and, in the statistically steady state and, in the inertial range, E(k) ∼ k −α , with α K41 = 5/3. In addition, we discuss below, various other probability distribution functions (PDFs) and structure functions (e.g., moments of the PDF of the differences of the fluid velocity at two points) that are used to characterize this turbulent state. Furthermore, 2D fluid turbulence is qualitatively different from its 3D counterpart (see below); in particular, it displays an inverse cascade of energy from the injection scale L I to large lengths and a forward cascade of enstrophy (the mean-square vorticity) from L I to smaller length scales; and E(k) ∼ k −α , with α = 5/3 and α = 3 in inverse-and forward-cascade regions, respectively.
Our goal is to explore excitable-media, spiral-and scroll-wave-turbulence analogs of 2D and 3D statistically homogeneous and isotropic fluid turbulence. Note that there is an important qualitative difference between spiral-and scroll-wave turbulence in excitable media and fluid turbulence insofar as turbulence in an excitable medium is neither decaying nor forced. Once turbulence has been initiated in an excitable medium, e.g., by using an initial condition with a single spiral or scroll wave, we show that there is a forward cascade, which yields small spirals or scrolls; these form, interact and break all the time. The resulting turbulent state is statistically steady and, far away from boundaries, is statistically homogeneous and isotropic. For the fields V and g, we define E V (k) and E g (k), the spectral analogs of E(k) in fluid turbulence; and we show that these spectra are spread out over several decades in k, i.e., like fluid turbulence, spiral-and scroll-wave turbulence involves a wide range of spatial scales; E V (k) and E g (k) show approximate power laws in some range of k, but the exponents of these do not appear to be universal. Even though there are diffusive terms in the equations we consider, they do not dissipate spiral or scroll waves completely because of the excitability of the medium. No external forcing is required to maintain these states of spiral-or scroll-wave turbulence. The only requirements are (i) a suitable initial condition and (ii) L/λ → ∞ (or L/λ large enough in a practical calculation), where L is the linear size of the simulation domain and λ the wavelength of a plane wave in the excitable medium. The dimensionless ratio L/λ is a convenient, Reynolds-number-type control parameter (L is also used as a control parameter in a suitably scaled version of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation [25] ).
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the Panfilov [13] and the Aliev-Panfilov [14] mathematical models for cardiac tissue. We then describe the numerical methods we use to study them and the statistical measures we employ to characterize the statistical properties of turbulence in these models. Section III is devoted to our results. Section IV contains our conclusions and a discussion of our results.
II. MODELS, NUMERICAL METHODS AND STATISTICAL PROPERTIES
We have used two simple, two-variable mathematical models for cardiac tissue, namely, the Panfilov and the Aliev-Panfilov models. We describe these below.
A. Panfilov model
The Panfilov model is a two-variable, FitzgughNagumo-type model, which is defined by the following partial differential equations (PDEs) for the transmembrane potential V and the slow, recovery variable g: showing the spiral waves that we use as initial conditions for our simulations of the 2D Panfilov (left panels) and the AlievPanfilov (right panels) models.
The initiation of the cardiac action potential is encoded in the following functional form of f (V ):
3, a = 0.06 and k = 3. The dynamics of the recovery variable is governed by (V, g): In particular,
specifies the recovery time constants for small V and g (its physiological equivalent is the relative refractory period);
1 specifies the recovery time constant for relatively large values of g and intermediate values of V (its physiological equivalent is the absolute refractory period) [13] . We choose the values of the parameters, which specify this model, as in Ref. [13, 16] , so that we get experimentally reasonable action potentials (APs). In this model, earlier studies [13, 16] have obtained dimensioned time by multiplying dimensionless time by 5 ms so that the spiral-waverotation period is 120 ms; and a space-scaling factor of 1 mm yields a spiral-arm wavelength of 32.5 mm; the dimensioned value of the conductivity constant has been chosen to be 2cm 2 /s. In this paper, we express all times in terms of the action-potential duration (APD). The action potential (AP) for the Panfilov model is shown in Fig. 1(a) . The action potential duration (APD) for the Panfilov model is 5.92 time units (time step of 0.022).
B. Aliev-Panfilov model
Each site in the Aliev-Panfilov mathematical model for cardiac tissue [14] is described by the following coupled equations for the transmembrane potential V and the variable g, which represents the conductance of the slow inward current:
I ex is the external current from all neighboring cells. The first term in Eq. phase of the action potential. For a cell at the location i, j, k in the simulation domain, the total external current I ex is
The parameter values we use are( For two-dimensional (2D) simulations we use a 4096 × 4096 square domain and for three-dimensional (3D) simulations we use a 640×640×640 cube with the conventional Neumann conditions on the boundaries of our simulation domains. To carry out simulations in such large domains we use Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). We program these GPUs by using CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) [17] . We use the NVIDIA GPU K20C, with 4 compute nodes, for which we have developed optimized codes for the solutions of the equations for the Panfilov and the Aliev-Panfilov models; these codes are 4 − 5 times faster than their counterparts on a desktop computer with an Intel core-i7-4770, 3.4 GHz system.
We have conducted a detailed statistical analysis of the spiral-and scroll-wave turbulence states in 2D and 3D, respectively, for the Panfilov and the Aliev-Panfilov models. In addition to pseudocolor or isosurface plots of V and g, which show the spatiotemporal evolution of these fields, we have obtained probability distribution functions (PDFs) of V and g and of their gradients; for these PDFs we average data over our simulation domain and over time, after discarding data from initial times during which transients decay and a statistically steady state is established. The size of the domain, the space step and time step used in our DNSs (δx and δt), the total run-time of the program (τ tot ), and the transient time during which data are discarded (τ trans ) are given in Table I. For representative results for pseudocolor and isosur- face plots for fluid turbulence, in 2D and 3D and for PDFs of the velocity components, the vorticity and velocity gradients, we refer the reader to Refs. [23, [26] [27] [28] [30] [31] [32] . We note briefly that PDFs of velocity components are very close to Gaussian ones, isosurfaces of the modulus of the vorticity ω show tubes at large values of |ω| in 3D fluid turbulence, whereas pseudocolor plots of ω in 2D fluid turbulence show, in the absence of friction, the formation of large vortices and antivortices, which are associated with the inverse cascade of energy, from small to large length scales, that we discuss below.
We also calculate the spatial power spectra of V and g, which are
where the tildes denote spatial Fourier transforms and k and k are wave vectors with magnitudes k and k , respectively. To eliminate the effects of the boundaries of our simulation domains, we evaluate these Fourier transforms in the central parts of these domains (in 3D we use a region with 512 3 grid points and in 2D a region with 2048 2 grid points). The fluid-turbulence analogs of these spectra are the energy spectra. We recall that, in 3D fluid turbulence, each of our DNSs, the size of our simulation domains, the space and time steps δx and δt, respectively, the total run-time of the program (τtot) and the transient time during which data are discarded (τtrans); numbers are in dimensionless space and time units (see text). the fluid-energy energy spectrum
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d , where L is the large length at which energy is pumped into the system and η d the Kolmogorov scale at which viscous dissipation becomes significant [23, [30] [31] [32] . This power-law form of the energy spectrum is associated with a forward cascade of energy,à la Richardson, from the energy-injection scale L to the dissipation scale η d . The spectral exponent −5/3 is a consequence of the simple-scaling phenomenology of Kolmogorov [24] , which is often denoted by K41; modern experiments and numerical simulations suggest that this exponent is modified slightly because of multiscaling corrections that arise from intermittency [23, [29] [30] [31] . Two-dimensional fluid turbulence is qualitatively different from its 3D counterpart [23, 26, 30, 32] , as emphasized by Kraichnan [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] , because the 2D NavierStokes equations also conserve the vorticity (the curl of the fluid velocity) in the inviscid, unforced limit. A major consequence of this is that the energy spectrum of homogeneous, isotropic fluid turbulence shows an inverse cas- cade of energy, from the energy-injection length scale to even larger length scales and a forward cascade of enstrophy (the mean square vorticity) from the energy-injection scale to small length scales. The inverse cascade leads to a scaling region in the energy spectrum E(k) ∼ k −5/3 , whereas the forward cascade yields E(k) ∼ k −3 (in the absence of any friction on the 2D fluid). In studies of fluid turbulence, the energy spectrum E(k) is used to define the integral length scale
and the Taylor-microscale length
We calculate the analogs of these lengths for our cardiactissue models by using the spectra E v (k) and E g (k). Studies of the statistical properties of fluid turbulence also use order-p structure functions of velocity incre- ments [23, 30] ; therefore, we calculate their counterparts for V and g. We illustrate this for structure functions of V . We follow Ref. [37, 38] and calculate V (r) = V − V t , where t denotes an average over time; we define
where r has magnitude r and r c is an origin and rc denotes an average over time and the origin. The fluidturbulence analogs of S p (r) scale as r ζp for η d r L. The K41 result is ζ p = ζ K41 p = p/3; experimental and numerical studies show that simple scaling is replaced by multiscaling, i.e., the multiscaling exponents ζ p deviate significantly from ζ K41 p , especially for p > 3. The multiscaling exponents ζ p can be determined from the slopes of linear regions in log-log plots of S p (r) versus r. In any finite-resolution study, such as a DNS, this linear region is limited, so an accurate determination of ζ p is a challenge, particularly for large values of p. The range over which such exponents can be fit can be enlarged by using the extended-self-similarity (ESS) procedure [39, 40] in which slopes of linear regions in loglog plots of S p (r) versus S 3 (r) yield the exponent ratios ζ p /ζ 3 . (In the fluid-turbulence context, ζ 3 = 1, by virtue of the von Kármán-Howarth relation [32] , so a determination of ζ p /ζ 3 yields ζ p .) We use this ESS procedure to look for signatures of multiscaling the order-p structure functions of V . Numerical studies of 2D fluid turbulence suggest the velocity analogs of Eq. 9 do not exhibit multiscaling, but the vorticity always do [29, 37, 38] . 
III. RESULTS
In this Section, we first present results from our simulations for spiral-wave turbulence for the 2D Panfilov and the Aliev-Panfilov models. We then give results from our studies of scroll-wave turbulence for these two models in 3D. 
A. Results for two-dimensional spiral-wave turbulence
Our DNSs in 2D use a domain of size 4096 × 4096. We begin with half the medium excited and the other half in the excitable state; and then we apply a stimulus at the middle of the domain to form a spiral wave, which we use as an initial condition. Figure 2 shows pseudocolor plots of the transmembrane potential V (top panels) and the recovery variable g (bottom panels) with the spiral waves that we use as initial conditions for our simulations of the 2D Panfilov (left panels) and the Aliev-Panfilov (right panels) models. Given our set of parameter values, these spiral waves break up and the medium is filled with broken spiral waves. Figure 3 shows pseudocolor plots of the transmembrane potential V (top panels) and the recovery variable g (bottom panels) that depict typical turbulent states in our simulations of the 2D Panfilov (left panels) and the Aliev-Panfilov (right panels) models at a representative time, 7.5 (dimensionless units), in the turbulent, statistically steady state, which is, to a good approximation, homogeneous and isotropic far away from boundaries. Note that the spiral-wave initial conditions of Fig. 2 evolve into small, broken spirals that interact with each other. This is the analog of the Richardson cascade in fluid turbulence. Instead of large eddies breaking down into ever smaller and lighter eddies, here a large spiral wave breaks down into smaller and smaller spiral waves. These pseudocolor plots can be contrasted with their analogs for the vorticity in 2D fluid turbulence [37] , where the typical sizes of vortical regions are governed by (a) the energy-injection length scale and (b) whether or not there is air-drag-induced friction on the 2D fluid.
After the system reaches a statistically steady state, we record the values of V and g; and we then calculate their statistical properties, which we describe below. Fig. 1(b) ), where the system repolarizes beyond its resting state. Here and henceforth, in plots of PDFs, blue curves show PDFs and red symbols the error bars. The PDF of V for the Panfilov model shows two peaks in the small-V region. One peak corresponds to the overshoot region in the time series and the other peak corresponds to the resting state. The peak at high values of V (or g) corresponds to the excited and the plateau regions. These PDFs for the Aliev-Panfilov model have only one peak, in the small-V region, at zero. This is because the Aliev-Panfilov model does not have an overshoot region in its action potential; one peak in the PDF of V corresponds to the resting state and the other peak, at a high value, corresponds to the excited state and the plateau states. Error bars are small and are barely visible on the scales of these figures. Note that these PDFs depend on the details of these models; and they are markedly different from the approximately Gaussian PDFs of velocity components in fluid turbulence [30] . Figure 6 shows that the PDFs of ∇V x exhibit sharp peaks at zero; the PDFs of ∇g x have sharp peaks at zero, like those in the PDFs of ∇V x ; the PDFs of (∇V ) y and (∇g) y for the Panfilov and the Aliev-Panfilov models are similar. These gradient PDFs are sharply peaked at zero, indicating that, on average, these gradients are small; however, these gradients have flat, non-Gaussian tails and, in this regard, are qualitatively similar to the non-Gaussian tails of PDFs of velocity gradients in fluid turbulence. ) show that, on average, ∇V and ∇g tend either to align or to antialign with each other; the tendency for being antialigned (cos θ = −1) is stronger than the tendency for alignment (cos θ = 1). For cardiac models this may be a consequence of the recovery processes (described by g) normally building up when the excitation (variable V ) has already decayed (see Fig. 4 ). The nearest analogs of these in fluid turbulence are PDFs of the angles between the velocity and the vorticity in 3D fluid turbulence (see, e.g., Fig. 2d in Ref. [28] ). Figure 8 contains log-log (base 10) plots of the spectra E V (k) and E g (k) versus kλ; here λ = 10, in dimensionless units for the Panfilov model, and λ = 48. (Panfilov), m g −3.1 (Aliev-Panfilov). The shapes of these spectra are qualitatively similar in both models. In particular, we see two prominent peaks in these spectra, located at kλ = 1.4 and kλ = 1.7 (Panfilov model) and at kλ = 2.1 and kλ = 2.4 (Aliev-Panfilov model). However, these power-law regimes are certainly not as universal as their fluid-turbulence counterparts in E(k); nevertheless, the spectral slopes, −2.7 and −3.2 for E V (k) are reasonably close to each other; thus, the issue of their universality requires detailed, high-resolution studies in other models and conditions. If these spectral exponents are not universal, we conjecture that this is because of the large number of parameters in the models we consider; in particular, this means that we cannot develop, in any obvious way, the spiral-turbulence analog of the K41 phenomenological theory for the scaling of fluid-turbulence, inertial-range energy spectra.
We have calculated the integral length scale L I and the Taylor-micro length L λ by using the spectrum E V (k). They are 2.62 and 0.35, respectively, for the 2D Panfilov model and 25.88 and 0.39, respectively, for the 2D Aliev- show dominant peaks at zero. The PDFs of (∇V )y and of (∇V )z are like those of (∇V )x; and PDFs of (∇g)y and of (∇g)z are akin to those of (∇g)x. Panfilov model. By using the spectrum E g (k), we find L I and L λ to be 97.03 and 0.50, respectively, for the Panfilov model and 39.63 and 0.43, respectively, for the Aliev-Panfilov model. The inversus of these lengthscales are shown, by dashed lines, in the spectra given in Fig. 9 .
In studies of fluid turbulence, it has been found that the power-law regime in S p (r) can be extended by using the extended self similarity (ESS) procedure, in which we plot S p (r) versus some other structure function S p1 (r). In Fig. 10 we give such log-log (base 10) extendedself-similarity (ESS) plots of S p (r) versus S 2 (r) of V for 2D (a) Panfilov and (c) Aliev-Panfilov models with 1 ≤ p ≤ 8; the dashed-black lines represent (possible) power-low regime. The power-law ranges in these plots yield the multiscaling exponent ratios ζ p /ζ 2 , which we plot versus p in Fig. 10 (b) and (d) . In Fig. 11 we give such log-log (base 10) extended-self-similarity (ESS) plots of S p (r) versus S 2 (r) of g for 2D (a) Panfilov and (c) Aliev-Panfilov models with 1 ≤ p ≤ 8; the dashedblack lines represent (possible) power-low regimes. The power-law ranges in these plots yield the multiscaling exponent ratios ζ p /ζ 2 , which we plot versus p in Fig. 11 (b) and (d). These exponent ratios should be viewed with great caution, for they contain ratios of small numbers; this becomes apparent if we plot structure functions versus r and do not use the ESS procedure. Whether or not such structure functions display multiscaling can be settled only by DNSs that use much larger domains and longer runs than those we have been able to perform. As we have mentioned in the context of spectral exponents, the exponents or exponent ratios for the Panfilov and Aliev-Panfilov models are comparable to each other, but not equal at the resolution of our DNSs; the issue of their universality or lack thereof requires detailed, highresolution studies in other models and conditions.
C. Three-dimensional results for scroll-wave turbulence
Our DNSs in 3D use a domain of size 640 × 640 × 640. We begin with half the medium excited and the other half in the excitable state; and then we apply a stimulus at the middle of the domain to form a scroll wave, which we use as an initial condition (Fig. 13) . Figure 12 presents pseudocolor plots of the transmembrane potential V showing the scroll waves we use as initial conditions for our simulations of the 3D Panfilov (top, left panel) and the Aliev-Panfilov (bottom, left panel) models and typical turbulent states in our simulations of the 3D Panfilov (top, right panel) and Aliev-Panfilov (bottom, right panel) models, at a representative time, 3.8 (dimensionless units), in the turbulent, statistically steady state, which is, to a good approximation, homogeneous and isotropic far away from boundaries. Given our set of parameter values, the scroll-wave initial conditions have evolved into small, broken scrolls that interact with each other. After the system has reached a statistically steady state, we record the values of V and g and calculate the statistical properties of this state. We present our results in Figs. 14-21.
In Fig. 13 we portray the initial and final states of our 3D system for the two models by using isosurface plots of V for V = 0.8 (dimensionless units). Note that the scrollwave initial conditions have evolved into small, broken scrolls that interact with each other. This is the analog of the Richardson cascade in fluid turbulence. Instead of large eddies breaking down into ever smaller eddies, here a large scroll wave breaks down into smaller and smaller scroll waves. These isosurfaces of V should be contrasted with the tubular structures of isosurfaces of the modulus of the vorticity in 3D fluid turbulence [27, 28, 30] . Fig. 1 ), where the system repolarizes beyond its resting state. Figure 15 contains plots of PDFs of V for (a) Panfilov and (b) Aliev-Panfilov models and of g for (c) Panfilov and (d) Aliev-Panfilov models in 3D. As in our 2D simulation, the PDF of V , for the Panfilov model in 3D, shows two peaks in the small-V region. One peak corresponds to the overshoot region in the APD and the other corresponds to the resting state. The peak at a high value of V (or g) corresponds to the excited and the plateau region. These PDFs for the Aliev-Panfilov model have a peak in the small-V region at V = 0. The Aliev-Panfilov model does not have an overshoot region in its action potential. Its one peak corresponds to the resting state and the other peak, at a high value of V , corresponds to the excited and the plateau states. ) show that, on average, ∇V and ∇g tend either to align or to anti-align with each other. The degree of alignment or anti-alignment is different in these two models; for the Panfilov model, the tendency for being anti-aligned (cos θ = −1) is stronger than the tendency for alignment (cos θ = 1). Figure 18 contains log-log (base 10) plots of the spectra E V (k) and E g (k) versus kλ; here λ = 10, in dimensionless units for the Panfilov model, and λ = 48.5, in dimensionless units for the Aliev-Panfilov model. The dashed, black line shows a (possible) power-law regimes, with
8 (Panfilov), and m g −4.4 (Aliev-Panfilov). The shapes of these spectra are qualitatively similar in both models; in particular, we see one sharp feature in these spectra, located at kλ = 1.7 (Panfilov model) and at kλ = 2.4 (Aliev-Panfilov model). The spectral slopes, −3.8 and −3.9, for E V (k) are reasonably close to each other; but, as we have noted in our discussion of our 2D-spiral-waveturbulence results, the issue of the universality of these exponents requires detailed, high-resolution studies in other models and conditions.
We have calculated the integral length scale L I and the Taylor-micro length L λ by using the spectrum E V (k). They are 3.28 and 1.39, respectively, for the 3D Panfilov model and 4.95 and 2.41, respectively, for the 3D Aliev-Panfilov model. By using the spectrum E g (k), we find L I and L λ to be 2.01 and 0.52, respectively, for the Panfilov model and 4.26 and 1.98, respectively, for the Aliev-Panfilov model. The inversus of these lengthscales are shown, by dashed lines, in the spectra given in Fig. 19 .
In Fig. 20 we give log-log (base 10) extended-selfsimilarity (ESS) plots of S p (r) versus S 2 (r) of V for 3D (a) Panfilov and (c) Aliev-Panfilov models with 1 ≤ p ≤ 8. The dashed-black lines represent (possible) power-low regimes. The power-law ranges in these plots yield the multiscaling exponent ratios ζ p /ζ 2 , which we plot versus p in Fig. 20 (b) and (d) . In Fig. 21 we give such log-log (base 10) extended-self-similarity (ESS) plots of S p (r) versus S 2 (r) of g for 3D (a) Panfilov and (c) AlievPanfilov models with 1 ≤ p ≤ 8. The power-law ranges in these plots yield the multiscaling exponent ratios ζ p /ζ 2 , which we plot versus p in Fig. 21 (b) and (d). Our cautionary remarks, for ESS plots in the case of 2D, spiralwave turbulence, apply here too.
D. Scroll-wave turbulence with negative filament tension
The breakdown of scroll waves has been studied in a model, for cardiac tissue, that displays negative filament tension [41] . Such studies have not used simulation domains that are large enough to yield statistically homogeneous and isotropic scroll-wave turbulence. Therefore, we have carried out a study of scroll-wave turbulence in a parameter regime in the Aliev-Panfilov model in which the filament tension is negative. In this case, the scroll sheets show undulations in the transverse direction, which indicates that the scroll filament has a negative tension; it first becomes elongated, and then it breaks up; this is shown in Fig. 22 . The parameter set for the AlievPanfilov model, which gives rise to this behavior of the scroll-waves, is µ 1 = 0.05; µ 2 = 0.30; and g = g min * 74, where g min = 0.033. We have calculated the spectra E V and E g for this case and found that, as far as statistical properties of scroll-wave turbulence are concerned, there is no significant difference between the statistical properties of 3D-scroll-wave turbulence, with and without negative tension for the scroll filament. This interesting universality of scroll-wave turbulence (i.e., spectral exponents that do not seem to depend on the filament tension of the initial scroll wave) is illustrated in the loglog plots of Fig. 23 , which compare the spectra E V and E g for scroll-wave turbulence with and without negative filament tension. Figure 24 shows a comparison of ESS plots of structure functions for both these cases. 
IV. CONCLUSION
We have carried out the most extensive numerical study, attempted so far, of the statistical properties of scroll-and spiral-wave turbulence in two simple, twovariable models for cardiac tissue. In particular, we have examined, via extensive direct numerical simulations (DNSs), the statistical properties of spiral-and scroll-wave turbulence in two-and three-dimensional excitable media by using the Panfilov [13] and the AlievPanfilov [14] mathematical models for cardiac tissue. We use very large simulation domains, made possible by our state-of-the-art simulations on graphics processing units (GPUs) [17] , with a view to comparing the statistical properties of spiral-and scroll-wave turbulence here with the statistical properties of statistically homogeneous and isotropic two-and three-dimensional fluid turbulence. We hope our study of the statistical properties of homogeneous and isotropic spiral-and scroll-wave turbulence will stimulate experimental studies of such turbulence.
As we have noted above, there is an important qualitative difference between spiral-and scroll-wave turbulence in excitable media and fluid turbulence insofar as turbulence in an excitable medium is neither decaying nor forced. Once turbulence has been initiated in an excitable medium, e.g., by a large spiral or scroll wave, we have shown that there is a forward cascade, which yields small spirals or scrolls; these form, interact, and break all the time. We have shown that the resulting turbulent state is statistically steady and, far away from boundaries, is statistically homogeneous and isotropic. For the fields V and g, we have shown that the spectral analogs of E(k) in fluid turbulence, are spread out over several decades in k. Therefore, we have demonstrated that, like fluid turbulence, spiral-and scroll-wave turbulence involves a wide range of spatial scales; E V (k) and E g (k) show approximate power laws in some range of k, but the exponents for these do not appear to be as universal as their counterparts in fluid turbulence. Even though there are diffusive terms in the equations we consider, they do not dissipate spiral or scroll waves completely because of the excitability of the medium. No external forcing is required to maintain these states of spiral-or scroll-wave turbulence. The only requirements are (i) a suitable initial condition and (ii) L/λ → ∞ (or L/λ large enough in a practical calculation), where L is the linear size of the simulation domain and λ the wavelength of a plane wave in the excitable medium; the dimensionless ratio L/λ is a convenient, Reynolds-number-type control parameter (L is also used as a control parameter in a suitably scaled version of the Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation [25] ).
As we have mentioned above, 2D and 3D fluid turbulence are qualitatively different in so far as the former displays an inverse cascade of energy whereas the latter shows a forward cascade of energy. Spiral-and scrollwave turbulence are not different in this manner. In both these cases there is the analog of a forward cascade: in 2D, large spirals break into small ones and in 3D, large scrolls also break into small ones. However, there are important differences between the spectral properties and PDFs that characterize the statistical properties of 2D, spiral-wave turbulence and 3D, scroll-wave turbulence. The differences can be gleaned by comparing our figures in Sec.III.A-B with their counterparts in Sec.III.C.
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